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Security

The success of a hotel, resort, or casino depends on guests feeling safe. That’s why, in the 
hospitality industry, cybersecurity and physical security go hand-in-hand. Any insecure access point, 
like security systems, power supply, security cameras, or HVAC systems, are fair game to a hacker.
A cybersecurity attack on your security systems can be a major downfall for your business. If a 
hacker has control of your automatic doors, is there a business continuity plan that establishes how 
guests and staff can get in and out of the property? How secure are your keycards and door locks? 
What is the protocol if your security cameras go dark? 



industry, accounting for 90% of all breaches. Why? In a single hotel, there’s multiple POS terminals 
and no established best practices for protecting them. A resort, for example, not only has several front 
desks, but is also home to restaurants, gift shops, spas, bars, etc. Each of these amenities will have 
multiple POS terminals, giving hackers ample opportunity to infect the POS system with malware. 
Once they’re into that system, they can skim the data processed through that terminal or even gain 
access to a much larger database.
 
Skimming operations don’t just take place at ATMs – they’re prevalent in the hospitality industry as 
well. When an organization engages with a third party that digitally processes payment card 
information, whether that’s through an app or website, it must make sure that the third party follows 
best practices and meets the required security standards. What about a physical card skimmer, not 
just digital? In 2017, Hyatt announced that its cybersecurity team discovered unauthorized access to 
cardholder data from cards manually entered or swiped at the front desk. For those in the hospitality 
industry that are swiping cards instead of using a chip reader, employees must safeguard the card 
reader from skimming devices.
 
What are you doing to ensure your POS systems and terminals are protected from malware?
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The Front Desk

The Front Desk

The gateway to any hotel or resort is the front 
desk. There is always an employee ready to 
help guests with whatever they need. The front 
desk poses several major risk areas, including 
the computer system, the phone, the card 
readers, and the employees themselves.

POS Systems and Terminals

Attacks on point-of-sale (POS) systems are one 
of the most common among the hospitality  
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The Front Desk

Phishing Attempts

Employees in the hospitality industry are trained to meet needs, so it doesn’t take much effort for 
hackers to take advantage of their willingness to help. A simple phishing attempt may look something 
like this: a hacker calls customer service to get help “confirming a reservation.” When the hacker offers 
to send the reservation information via email, the customer service representative doesn’t think twice 
about opening it. This is how simply malware can enter into your organization when employees fall for 
a phishing email. 

Social Engineering

How much customer service is too much? When should an employee become suspicious of a guest 
or visitor’s behavior? Unfortunately, not often enough. In the 2016 Erin Andrews-Marriott case, 
Andrews’ stalker was able to use the hotel restaurant’s house phone and asked to be connected to 
Andrews’ room. When the hotel complied with this request, he was able to see Andrews’ room 
number and discovered there was a room available next to hers. From there, he went to the front desk 
and was able to book it. Andrews saw this as a clear breach in protocol, asking, “Why didn’t they 
even call me to tell me? Why didn’t they ask? I was so angry. This could’ve been stopped. 
The Nashville Marriott could’ve just called me.” This social engineering tactic worked on the front desk 
employee, costing the hotel chain $26 million. How many other times has a method like this one 
worked?  
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Amenities

Amenities

When a hotel is connected to a casino, a gift shop to a resort, a restaurant to a hotel, or a spa to a 
resort, it gives hackers more opportunities to attack. Once a guest is at your property, they are likely 
to create multiple transactions at POS terminals, leaving behind a large attack surface for hackers. 
Plus, organizations in the hospitality industry are likely to retain guest information, like cardholder data, 
for a longer period of time. Maybe that’s because the resort was booked months in advance or 
maybe it’s because the guest is a regular visitor at the spa – whatever the reason, it leaves behind 
more data for hackers to steal.
 
Network segmentation is incredibly important when you have amenities like bars, casinos, or 
restaurants connected to your property. Because malware is such a pervasive threat to the hospitality 
industry, network segmentation can be a preventive measure for containing that type of threat and 
protecting other networks. If a casino is connected to a hotel and the networks are not segmented 
properly, a hacker may have found a way into the casino’s gaming network through the hotel’s 
network. From there, they could have access to the security cameras, ability to manipulate odds, see 
payout information for each machine, alter rewards information, or worse.

How does your organization properly segment your networks so that a malware attack doesn’t result 
in a major breach? 
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Rooms, Suites, and More 

make reservations, process payment, track rewards information, order room service, book a spa 
treatment, and provide a digital room key. These services allow guests to completely bypass the front 
desk or concierge, but they also open up a new area of risk. Instead of human error or a POS 
terminal, there’s a mobile or web app that needs to go through rigorous, thorough security testing. 

Alexa, Order Room Service

Amazon’s service specifically designed for the hospitality industry, Alexa for Hospitality, is a major 
indicator of just how many ways technology can be used for hospitality. Amazon’s launch partner, 
Marriott, is already rolling out this new service. Not only can Alexa order room service, control lighting, 
call the front desk, and give local recommendations, but it can also connect to guests’ Amazon 
accounts so they can play music, audiobooks, and more. While this service is taking an element of 
the home into the hotel, voice-enabled devices are simultaneously helpful and vulnerable. Data privacy 
terms and conditions must be upheld, or the foundation of trust will be damaged. With Amazon 
collecting even more personal data about its users, will it uphold the trust its established, or will 
breaches of privacy make the headlines? 
 

Rooms, Suites, and More 

As our world becomes more reliant on technol-
ogy, customers of the hospitality industry want 
more digitally-enabled services. Las Vegas has 
introduced robot butlers, Amazon has launched 
Alexa for Hospitality, and smart TVs seem to be 
in every hotel room. How does this impact data 
security and privacy?

The Age of Apps

More and more hotels have created apps that
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Every business has an asset that they can’t bear to lose, and for the hospitality industry, that asset is 
personal data. The hospitality industry needs personal data to be successful, but that comes with a 
price. If you’re collecting or processing personal data, you’re responsible for securing it. No matter 
what kind of data you collect or process – cardholder data, email addresses, rewards information, 
passport numbers, driver’s license information – it must be properly safeguarded. 
There are so many elements that go into securing personal data – information security frameworks, 
security and privacy regulations, information security programs. If you need help deciding whether the 
personal data you collect is secure, contact us today. 

industry, accounting for 90% of all breaches. Why? In a single hotel, there’s multiple POS terminals 
and no established best practices for protecting them. A resort, for example, not only has several front 
desks, but is also home to restaurants, gift shops, spas, bars, etc. Each of these amenities will have 
multiple POS terminals, giving hackers ample opportunity to infect the POS system with malware. 
Once they’re into that system, they can skim the data processed through that terminal or even gain 
access to a much larger database.
 
Skimming operations don’t just take place at ATMs – they’re prevalent in the hospitality industry as 
well. When an organization engages with a third party that digitally processes payment card 
information, whether that’s through an app or website, it must make sure that the third party follows 
best practices and meets the required security standards. What about a physical card skimmer, not 
just digital? In 2017, Hyatt announced that its cybersecurity team discovered unauthorized access to 
cardholder data from cards manually entered or swiped at the front desk. For those in the hospitality 
industry that are swiping cards instead of using a chip reader, employees must safeguard the card 
reader from skimming devices.
 
What are you doing to ensure your POS systems and terminals are protected from malware?


